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ABSTRACT
Random testing of Android apps is attractive due to ease-of-use and scalability, but its effectiveness could be questioned. Prior studies have shown that Monkey – a simple approach and tool for random testing of Android apps – is surprisingly effective, “beating” much more sophisticated tools by achieving higher coverage. We study how Monkey’s parameters affect code coverage (at class, method, block, and line levels) and set out to answer several research questions centered around improving the effectiveness of Monkey-based random testing in Android, and how it compares with manual exploration. First, we show that random stress testing via Monkey is extremely efficient (85 seconds on average) and effective at crashing apps, including 15 widely-used apps that have millions (or even billions) of installs. Second, we vary Monkey’s event distribution to change app behavior and measured the resulting coverage. We found that, except for isolated cases, altering Monkey’s default event distribution is unlikely to lead to higher coverage. Third, we manually explore 62 apps and compare the resulting coverages; we found that coverage achieved via manual exploration is just 2–3% higher than that achieved via Monkey exploration. Finally, our analysis shows that coarse-grained coverage is highly indicative of fine-grained coverage, hence coarse-grained coverage (which imposes low collection overhead) hits a performance vs accuracy sweet spot.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Android runs on 85% of smartphones globally [7] and has more than 2 billion monthly active devices. Google Play, the main Android app store, offers more than 3 million apps [12]. At the same time, Android apps are updated on average every 60 days. Testing all these releases requires scalable, portable, and effective tools. One such tool is Monkey [4], a random testing tool that ships with Android Studio (Android’s IDE). Monkey simply generates random events from a predefined distribution and sends the events to the app. Many other, sophisticated, automated testing tools for Android have been proposed – tools that require static analysis, dynamic analysis, or symbolic execution. Surprisingly though, a prior study that has compared the coverage attained by such tools on 64 apps has shown that, on average, Monkey manages to achieve the highest coverage level (48% statement coverage, on average) across all tools [5].

Given Monkey’s unparalleled combination of ease-of-use, negligible overhead, and portability, we study whether Monkey is also effective. Specifically, we answer several research questions:

(1) Can Monkey crash popular apps via stress-testing?
(2) Can Monkey be more effective (yielding higher coverage) when appropriately “tuned”?
(3) Is coarse-grained (e.g., class/method) coverage indicative of fine-grained (e.g., block/line) coverage?
(4) Can manual exploration lead to higher coverage than Monkey’s?
(5) Does inter-event time (throttling) affect coverage?

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Android Platform
The Android system is based on the Linux kernel; on top of the kernel sits middleware written in C/C++ and Java. Android applications (“apps”), written in Java and (optional) C/C++ native code, run on top of the middleware. Android apps are high-level, event-driven, and with shallow method stacks. Below the application layer is the Android Framework which provides libraries containing APIs. Due to the variety of hardware devices and the constant evolution on the platform, Android developers should test their apps on multiple Android versions and multiple hardware devices, to ensure that other platforms are also supported – this however, raises portability issues, as the testing tool must run a variety of Android versions and devices (which makes Monkey an attractive choice).
We now present the approach and results of our study. We phrase each experiment as a research question (RQ); at the beginning of each subsection we state the RQ and summarize the finding.

**Experimental Setup.** **Android VM.** We conducted experiments on the same virtual machine setup used by Choudhary et al. [5] for their comparison of automated Android testers. Specifically, we used multiple Android virtual machines (Oracle VirtualBox) running on a Linux server. Each VM was configured with 2 cores and 6 GB of RAM. Coverage was measured using Emma [14] – an open source toolkit used to measure and report Java code coverage.

**App datasets.** Our app dataset covered 79 real-world apps, drawn from a variety of categories, and having a variety of sizes. The 79 apps included 15 “famous apps”, e.g., Shazam, Spotify, and Facebook for which no source code was available (and many of which use anti-debugging measures hence we did not measure coverage); this set was used for stress-testing only. The remaining 64 apps were popular apps, e.g., K-9 Mail, Yahtzee, or MunchLife, whose source code is available on GitHub. Table 2 shows statistics of app bytecode (i.e., .dex) size across the 64 apps.

**Monkey runs.** Since Monkey’s exploration strategy is random, we use the same seed value for analyses requiring multiple runs to ensure the same input sequences are generated. After Monkey completes its run on each app, the emulator is destroyed and a new one is created to avoid any side effects between runs.

### 3.1 Application Crashes

**RQ1: Is stress-testing with Monkey an effective strategy for crashing apps?**

Answer: Yes

Stress testing is used to study a program’s availability and error handling on large inputs or heavy loads – a robust, well-designed program should offer adequate performance and continuous availability even in extreme conditions. In Android, stress testing reveals the ability of an app to handle events properly in situations where, due to low resources or system load, long streaks of events arrive at a sustained rate. The app should handle such streams gently, perhaps with degraded performance, but certainly without crashing. Therefore, for our first set of experiments, we have subjected the test apps to stress-testing via long event sequences at 0 throttle, i.e., no delay between events, as this is the default Monkey behavior.

**Popular commercial apps.** For the 15 famous apps, we present the results in Table 3. The first column shows the app name; the second column shows app popularity (number of installations, in millions); the third column depicts the time for crash in seconds. Note that four apps have in excess of 1 billion installs, while 12 apps have in excess of 100 million installs. We found that we were able to crash all 15 apps by letting Monkey inject 7,513 events on average; this means apps crash after just 85 seconds, on average.

**Open source apps.** In this case we ran stress testing setting throttle value at 0 msec and 100 msec, respectively. We found that, on average, apps crash after 8,287 events when throttle is set at 0 msec and 16,110 events when the throttle is set at 100 msec.

To conclude, it appears that it is not a matter of if, but when Monkey manages to crash an app. This demonstrates Monkey’s effectiveness at stress testing apps, and therefore we can answer RQ1 in the affirmative.

### 3.2 Biasing Input Distribution

**RQ2: Can Monkey be more effective (yield higher coverage) when appropriately “tuned”?**

Answer: No

We biased the event distribution by increasing the probability for a single event type to 75% while proportionally shrinking the probabilities of the remaining 25% events according to the distribution shown in Table 1. Doing so, we boost each event kind’s relative
We now turn to our analysis of correlation among coverage values. For the coverages obtained previously, we compute the pairwise correlation (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient). That is, for a certain experiment such as “Touch”, for each app, we pairwise-correlate the class, method, block, and line coverage values. We show the results in Table 5. With two exceptions (Class v. Block and Class v. Line correlation for Motion events, where values are 0.78 and 0.82, respectively), the correlation values are very high, greater than 0.9. This finding allows us to make two observations about Android methods:

(1) Methods are shallow and are generally a good indicator of coverage without having to gather more detailed (but more expensive!) block or line coverage. For example, Android includes a method profiler [3] that could be used in lieu of specialized line coverage tools that require code instrumentation.

(2) A method’s control flow graph appears to have a low number of paths: covering a method tends to cover all of its constituent blocks.

To conclude, this suggests a pragmatic approach for measuring coverage — low-overhead, coarse-grained coverage (at class or method level) is an accurate indicator of high-overhead, fine-grained coverage (block or line level).

### 3.4 Manual vs Monkey Coverage

**RQ4: Within a 5-minute exploration time, does manual exploration achieve higher coverage than Monkey?**

*Answer: Yes*

While manual exploration could be considered a “golden standard” at exploring an app thoroughly, we found that it might not be the case for all apps. Specifically, we manually interacted with 62 apps1 for 5 minutes each, trying to explore as many screens and functionalities as possible. We show the coverage mean values of all 62 apps in Table 6.

Although manual exploration achieves higher coverage, we found that Monkey obtained much higher coverage for 17–23 apps (depending on coverage type) e.g., A2DP Volume, Addi, aLogCat, Bites, Multi SMS, MunchLife, netcounter, PhotoStream and WeightChart — these apps fall in the categories of tools, health, lifestyle, media, and entertainment. Also Monkey has the same coverage as manual exploration for 12–22 apps (depending on coverage type).

K-9 Mail is an interesting case; the human “beat” the Monkey by a factor of 4.3x (39% vs 9% coverage), 9.6x (29% vs 3%), 13.5x (27% vs 2%), 6.6x (20% vs 3%) respectively. To conclude, overall Monkey does exceedingly well: its coverage is just 2.3–3.9 percentage points lower than manual coverage, on average.

To conclude, this suggests a pragmatic approach for measuring coverage — low-overhead, coarse-grained coverage (at class or method level) is an accurate indicator of high-overhead, fine-grained coverage (block or line level).

### 3.5 Throttling

**RQ5: Does inter-event time (throttling) affect coverage?**

*Answer: No*

Throttle is the delay between events sent by Monkey. We studied whether varying throttle affects coverage. We experimented with setting the throttle value to 0 (default), 100, 200, and 600 msec, while collecting line coverage only. We present the resulting mean coverages in Table 7. We found that, while 100 msec throttle leads to slightly higher coverage, the increase is not significant. Therefore, the hypothesis that throttle affects coverage is invalidated (at least for our chosen throttle values).

---

1 out of the 64 apps were not stable on our environment to permit prolonged testing.
4 RELATED WORK

While there has been substantial work on test generation for Android, prior approaches have seen Monkey as a competitor, rather than a tool that itself needs to be explored to see how to increase coverage. These approaches fall into two categories. First, tools that rely on manual effort. Specifically, GUI-oriented tools, e.g., Android Guitar [2, 11], Robotium [6], and Troyd [10] rely on developers extracting a GUI model and then combining this model with input scripts to exercise the app. Second, fully automated tools. For example, Dynodroid [1] uses symbolic execution while A3E [13] uses static analysis, to explore apps automatically and generate input events. Choudhary et al. [5] have compared several input-generation tools for Android. Their conclusion was that Monkey offers the highest coverage (on average), hence our focus is nevertheless effective (representative of finer-grained, block or line coverage).
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